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Your physical body mirrors the health of your energy body.

 

Your energy body is both an electromagnetic force field 3+ feet outside your

physical body and the mysterious spark of life that animates your physical

form. 

Illness and disease first enter your energy body through the outermost layer

of your energy force field known as your auric field.

The energy of places, people and objects impact and alter your own energy

field.

Staying healthy begins with your energy field.

Your physical, mental and emotional health is related to your boundaries in

all realms: physical, mental, emotional and energetic.

The energy field outside your body is called your auric field, and the energy

inside the body is known as your chakras, meridians and nadis.

Part of the priestess movement is recognizing that we can consciously

choose how to interact with our energy field, energy body and physical body

and physical reality.

We can cleanse our energy bodies, release blocks and protect our entire

physical and energetic system.
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We can heal the vulva, vagina, uterus and ovaries both energetically and

physically.

Awareness of the power that we each hold allows us to decide what to

believe and how to behave. 

We can choose to embrace the truth of our inherent power, freedom,

choice and co-creation abilities with Divine Spirit.

We have many tools to clear the mind, emotions and body to allow for a

clear knowing and hearing of the wisdom available to us when we are

deciding every aspect of our lives. 

We have complex body-systems - such as the clear and open mind,

heart, gut and a lesser known fact: our wombs and vaginas! - that

provides us with vital information. The body is intelligent and will signal

us when she needs action or when she needs rest. 

We have to listen to and feel confident in the information our bodies tell

us.

The vagina is a map of the entire body, much like the soles of the feet as

practiced in foot reflexology, and the ear lobes as practiced in

acupuncture.

The vagina holds cellular memories of your entire lifetime of

experiences, both pleasurable and traumatic, regardless of whether the

trauma was sexually-related or not.

The vulva, vagina, uterus and ovaries have the ability to “wake up” to

speak to us through our intuition, sensation and awareness.
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We have complex body-systems - such as the clear and open mind, heart,

gut and a lesser known fact: our wombs and vaginas! - that provides us

with vital information. The body is intelligent and will signal us when she

needs action or when she needs rest. 

We have to listen to and feel confident in the information our bodies tell

us.

The vagina is a map of the entire body, much like the soles of the feet as

practiced in foot reflexology, and the ear lobes as practiced in acupuncture.

The vagina holds cellular memories of your entire lifetime of experiences,

both pleasurable and traumatic, regardless of whether the trauma was

sexually-related or not.

The vulva, vagina, uterus and ovaries have the ability to “wake up” to speak

to us through our intuition, sensation and awareness.

We can heal the vulva, vagina, uterus and ovaries both energetically and

physically.
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Our Womb Chakras connect us energetically to our mother’s womb

and her mother’s womb and all the way back to the first humans to

ever incarnate on this planet.

We have a power source within our bodies, our Womb Chakra.

Previously a deeply guarded secret, this wisdom is now available to

learn, study and practice.

Our Womb Chakra is located 1.5 inches below our navel, between the

first and second chakras.

Women have both the physical and energetic Womb Chakra and

even if the uterus or ovaries have been removed or altered, the

energetic blueprint remains.

All humans in all physical forms have a powerful Womb Chakra in its

energetic form and will greatly benefit from its conscious

development. 

The Womb Chakra is the seat of our soul and where we enter and

leave our bodies at birth, death and astral travel.

The Womb Chakra connects us to the Divine Mother’s Chakra where

we were energetically conceived and brought into this world into

physical form.
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Tending to our vulva, vagina, uterus and ovaries, penis and

scrotum both physically and energetically will alter how we

experience ourselves in the world as powerful, resourceful and

loving Divine Beings having a Human experience.

We have many ways to heal our bodies, both physically and

energetically.

Since our vagina is a map of our bodies, we can access the release

of trauma through healing her. 

The penis and scrotum, known in Sanskrit as the Lingam, contain

the same map, so all bodies, in all physical configurations contain

the same wisdom and information of the body. 

Healing our vaginas will open up the full portal to feeling at our

greatest capacity in this lifetime, all the sensations, pleasure, pain,

but mostly peace and flowing ease.

And to keep our Womb-Yoni/Lingam safe and protected, we must

guard who enters her and purify her energy through the Womb

Chakra and other practices.

We retain some of the energy with each person we have

intercourse with, even a little sperm remains, as cells within the

walls of our vagina, to become part of our body system.

Through working with the Womb Chakra, we can neutralize any

negative impact this may have had on us.
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A Conscious Womb Chakra and a Conscious Yoni-Lingam will

open up the most beautiful sensations and abilities within your

body. You will fully realize the Temple of your Body! 

All humans will benefit from a greater awareness of the energy

and practices of the Womb Chakra in themselves and their

sexual partners.

There are many techniques and practices that help us to

understand the miracles of creation, birth, manifestation and

maintaining a healthy physical and energetic body.

These techniques also powerfully assist us in all acts of creation,

from bringing to fruition new projects, expanding career

opportunities, manifesting a conscious partnership, conceiving

and raising healthy children, tending to your home and

community. 
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Part A) Energetically connect:

Listen: What messages bubble up? What does she tell you?

Receive: Many of us will need to slow down and take time to

process a backlog of experiences, especially sexual and any

difficult relationships and separations. Even short unions can be

held within the body. Let this information surface without

judgement. This is normal and healthy. We as humans have

these experiences to learn about life, love and what it means to

have this amazing human body.

Set an intention to connect with your highest wisdom available

at this present moment. Breathe into your heart and womb area.

Feel: Sit or lie quietly with your eyes closed and let your attention

gently rest on your vagina and womb area. Breathe slowly. What

sensations arise? 

Know: What do you become aware of? What has occurred in

your life that has impacted your vagina and womb?

See: What colors, images, shapes emerge?

Allow: Relax the mind and let your imagination inform you.

Trust what you get.
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Part B) Physical connect:

Slowly and with mindfulness, enter your bath or shower. Stay

present.

Prepare a luxurious bath or shower area. Light candles, incense, play

gentle high-frequency, instrumental or spa music without words.

Set an intention to connect with your highest wisdom available at

this present moment. Breathe into your heart and womb area.

With a gentle soap or cleanser, gently cleanse your body, including

the outside of your vagina, with your hands and fingers. Rinse well.

With one hand on your heart, return your hand to the outside of

your vagina and rest it on top. Experience the sensations there.

Energy will pool from your hand chakra to your yoni. See if you can

feel the warmth and soft tingles as these body parts connect, about

3-4 minutes.

Move your fingers into the folds of your outer vagina lips, so slowly.

Breathe. Notice what sensations, feelings, images, thoughts,

memories, words, phrases, family messages, fears, anything positive

and anything negative. Allow and do not judge.

Thank your body and what wisdom and information she has

surfaced for you in this experience.

Finish your bath or shower. 
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Part B) Physical connect:

Now, take a look at your vagina, ot yoni, as she is known in

Sanskrit, bend down to see her, sit on the floor or toilet.

Spread her sweetly and just see her. Notice feelings,

sensations, images, memories, etc We accept all experiences

here, notice and release judgement, fear and family

messages.

Place a hand on your heart and one on your Mound of

Venus and thank her for being a part of you and your body.

Massage lotion or oil on your entire body with great care

and love. Thanking each body part for its role, function and

ability to assist you in your human mission.

Hydrate and take some time to write in your journal and/or

draw your experience.

Integration of this experience may take a few days. Please

allow for the rest and quiet necessary.

If negative feelings or thoughts rema no in, breathe into

your heart and ask the Divine for support and to know what

the best action to take to shift your mind to your ever-

expanding heart. 

You got this! We see and support your growth, awareness

and higher consciousness.
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